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Live 5 weather update

If you're the kind of person who likes to change decor regularly, you know how expensive it can be. The good news is, it doesn't have to be expensive. There are many simple and inexpensive things you can do to change the look of the room without spending a fortune. This is without doubt the least expensive way to
update the room because it is completely free! Moving furniture around gives your room a whole new look and can satisfy your need for change at no cost. And if you are not ready to move all the furniture try to rearrange your accessories and display shelves. You'd be surprised how big an impact it can have. Color is the
most obvious way to give the space a new look, and it will only cost you a few dollars and some time. You have infinite possibilities with color. The entire room can be painted one color; you can paint the wall with the function; Or you can paint some shape, such as lines, chevrons, or stencil work. There are no restrictions
on color. Lampshades are like little jewels scattered all over the room. Change them and change the mood. Try to go from white to black, moisturize in a straight, or plain in a pattern. There are many more options than there used to be, so finding something you like shouldn't be difficult. Try stores like Target, Pottery
Stables and Lamps Plus to get an idea of what's out there. And if you can't find what you like, you can always go custom. Adding pillows and throwing a cover is a great way to add color and texture, and the impact they create can give your room a fresh new look - especially if you change them with the times. Take away
heavy, dark pillows and throws that were comfortable in winter and replace them with light and fresh versions in summer can lift and refresh the room immediately. There's a lot to do with artwork, from rearranging existing pieces to creating new ones. What's on the walls has a big impact. If you currently don't have
anything try to frame wallpaper or fabric patterns, create washi ribbon art or frame pages from old books. The idea that a work of art must be expensive is a myth, so try to make your own. When in doubt, edit it. Overcrowded things in a room can make you feel small and claustrophobic. To brighten the space, simply
remove a few objects. Everything needs space to breathe, so if your space feels tight and you want a new look, sort some items out. Replace window treatmentsCreate gallery wall with photosSet up overhead anchorages with thrift store chandeliers (make sure it's burning to code)Replace all frames with pictures with
garage versions and paint them in the same color. Look for a second-hand mirror and paint the frame to match the space. Hang it out the window to make your room feel bigger. Disperse the colour of an existing piece of furniture, such as a side table or chair. Paint the door and put it on. Who says they have to be white?
Change the carpet. Carpet shops often have swelling that can be purchased for very Prices. rymds/Etsy Decluttering can make a huge difference to the living room, often making the room feel bigger. Use elegant containers to hold items such as extra toms of covers, magazines, children's and pet's games, and items
such as game controllers or remotes. Baskets and canvas cubes work perfectly – lightweight, budget friendly and available in a variety of colors, materials and styles to complement the existing décor. Seagrass Basket, $13, Rymds Weather affects people's daily lives by managing choices they make about what clothes to
wear, how to travel, and the activities in which they participate. The weather also affects many people's moods. In areas where there are separate seasons, winter weather, such as snowstorms, can cancel school, meaning parents may have to get confused to care for their children, and pupils have a day off at school.
Winter weather can also make transportation a nuisance, if not dangerous. Winter weather affects the choice of clothing, as people need to be aware of the need to wear boots, gloves, hats and scarves. Low temperatures can prove fatal to people at risk, and injuries can occur when people slip and fall on slippery
surfaces. In spring, people should have umbrellas close by in case of showers. They may also have to dress in layers. Summer fever can in some cases lead to illness or death. People who own or work for weather-related companies are also affected. For example, a hot summer can help with the sale of ice creams, and
an unusually warm winter can damage profits at the ski resort. In general, extreme weather is the worst in humans, according to PsychCentral. For example, aggression increases along with higher temperatures. 10:05AM PT - Jason Snell: Sorry everyone, some serious connection problems here and everywhere. I think
the internet just died. 10:06 p.m. PT -- DM: Posts are on stage and talk about some other topics. Talk about how well Apple is doing, including the iPhone. 10:06 p.m. PT -- DM: Apple has #1 devices in the world. 10:06 P.M. -- DM: The last time there was so much excitement about the license plate, he had some



commandments written on it. 10:07 PT - JS: Back in time to 1991 - the first PowerBooks. 10:07 PT - JS: Today Apple has reinvented the iPhone. And the iPhone 3GS, then. That's why we all use laptops and smartphones now. 10:07 PT - DM: Is there room in the middle for the third category of device? 10:07 P.M. -- DM:
Posts say: Some people thought this was a netbook, but the problem is netbooks are not better anything. 10:08 PT -- DM: Slow, low-quality screens, run pc software. They're no better than a laptop in anything, just cheaper. We don't think they're a 3rd device. 10:08 p.m. PT -- DM: But Apple thinks it has something -- it's
called an iPad. And look! Steve Jobs has it on hand! 10:09 p.m. PT -- DM: This is a slate that looks like a larger iPhone. There's a home button, aluminum brezel like a MacBook, a glass screen. adjust your home screen, but You can use it to browse the web - Steve says it's the best browsing experience you've had.
10:09 PT -- DM: Phenomenal looking at the whole site right in front of you. Much better than a laptop, much better than a smartphone. Slows down and automatically adjusts to any direction you want. Hold the internet in your hands; It's an amazing experience. 10:10PM PT - JS: A new device needs to do things better
than an iPhone or laptop. Better browsing, email, photos, video, music, games, eBooks. Some people think it's a netbook. The problem is that netbook is no better than everything. We think we have something that is and we would like to show you today, and we call it the iPad 10:12 PT -- Dan I can: Jobs says: Some
people thought this was a netbook, but the problem is that netbooks are not better nothing. 10:13 PT -- DM: Slow, low-quality screens, run pc software. They're no better than a laptop in anything, just cheaper. We don't think they're a 3rd device. 10:14 p.m. PT -- DM: This is a slate that looks like a larger iPhone. There's
a home button, aluminum brezel like a MacBook, a glass screen. You can customize your home screen the way you want. You can use it to browse the web - Steve says it's the best browsing experience you've had. 10:17 P.M. - DM: Displays attachments in email. Check out the cellars in the Napa Valley or the Paris
metro map. Looks like an iPhone Mai client. 10:17 PT - JS: Sorry everyone - we are completely destroying the (shocking) Verizon data network. 10:17 P.M. PT - DM: To send a message, just press the compile button. Key to it as a standard QWERTY keyboard, just give the tablet to his lap. This is the answer to the text
entry question. I'm not sure i'd be typing ont for a long time. 10:18 PT - JS: Services sit in the fote and do all this to show us how easy this is. He's typing on a pad while he's in his lap. 10:18 AM PT - DM: Now I look at photos. You can turn on the upright or landscape and flick through the photos just like on your phone.
Grabs metadata from your PC or Mac. If you're on a Mac, you can also have events, faces and places from iPhote. Look at any album just by opening it. Use a small stick at the bottom to rest them. 10:19 P.M. - DM: Events, Faces and Places. It shows a big map with needles in it. Tap and hold the pin to see all the
photos. Tap it to open photos. There are built-in slide shows, so you can bring slide show options and select a transition. It just starts playing music and then it goes through the pictures. 10:21 P.M. PT - DM: You get an idea. Isn't that cool? Now I'm watching music. The iPod interface looks pretty similar to the iTunes
iTunes view on Mac, slightly mixed with the Cover Flow view on your phone. 10:22 PT - JS: This interface is interesting because unlike the iPhone, it has panes and floating windows and lots of things you can do when you have a bunch of screen space. 10:23 PT - It's a great calendar. look at the week, the view of the
day, the view of the moon, a lot like iCal, but it actually looks nicer... 10:23 PT - DM: (Sorry for time travel!) This is our current location in San Francisco. Typing in sushi to search and you should find all the sushi places nearby. Tap the pin. Tap Google street view to show you the restaurant. How many people are going
to stalk Steve in Sushi Boat? 10:24 PT - DM: Video. Go to YouTube. Select a clip named Wet and Woofy in HD on YouTube. That's a surfing dog! 10:25 PT - JS: A lot of using interface with crates with a pane or two. Really kind of a combination of Mac UI philosophy and iPhone UI. 10:25 PT - DM: Landscape mode for
videos. Movies, TV shows, videos. Tap a modern family, select an episode, and watch it. Or Star Trek, go to Chapters. The aspect ratio is a bit odd; there are some pretty large letterbox black rows at the top and bottom. Show off. Double-tap to make it full screen. This is a video on an iPad. 10:27 P.M. PT - DM: A little
overview of what the iPad can do. Watching this is no better than getting your hands on it. You feel it all under the fingertips. A little back to the hardware. 10:27 PT - DM: Half inch thin. It weighs just 1.5 kilograms. Thin and lighter than any netbook. 9.7-inch IPS display. Super high quality using IPS technology, so you get
a great angle. Full capacitive multi-touch. 1GHz Apple A4 chip (Gruber laughs). The most advanced chip they've ever made; processor, graphics, I/O, and all in one chip. 16GB, 32GB or 64GB of solid flash memory. 10:27 PT - JS: People don't like iPad names but I think the connotations on which you think will be
relieved. The iPod didn't mean anything, too, but here we are. 10:29 PT - JS: This is the PA Semi chip there, Apple's own A4 chip. 10:29pm PT - DM: 802.11n WI-Fi and Bluetooth 2.1. Scroll meter and compass, speaker microphone, 30-pin connector. Battery. What is the battery life of this device? 10 hours of battery
life. Applause! Take a flight from SF to Tokyo and watch the video all the way on one charge. Besides, more than a month on standby. Set the iPad down, go to sleep automatically, walk away and return within a month and still have a bullet. 10:29 PT - JS: 10 hours battery life - key if you're going to sit on the couch with
it. Or fly somewhere with him. 10:30 PT - DM: Arsenic-free, no BFR, mercury-free, PVC-free, highly recycled. Now back to the software. 10:30 PT - DM: We've seen some great built-in applications. Now let's talk about the App Store. Here's Scott Forstall, SVP iPhone Software. 10:31 P.M. - DM: Forstall: The App Store
has been a great success. It was launched a year and a half ago. Customers have already downloaded 3 billion apps, choosing from 140,000 apps. He built the iPad to run virtually all unmodified apps right out of the box. There are two ways to do it. The accuracy of dots for the dots in the black box in the middle of the
double-dot and start the apps on the full screen. Screen. PT - DM: Here are several applications from the store unmodified. Here's Facebook. The lower right corner of the screen shows 2x. Tap it and automatically sm &amp; the full screen. Everything works. Facebook uses a lot of text, photos and videos, but what about
an app that really drives graphics like a game? 10:32 PT - JS: Good detail on iPhone compatibility there. There is the option of running apps at one size or full screen, with a size up. (The screen is definitely not 16x9, the closer it is to 4:3, which is used in traditional TVs.) When you run an app on an iPad you can run on
an iPhone size, with a little nod around it to show you to emulate the iPhone. Or press the 2x button and it blows into double size. 10:32 p.m. PT - DM: ESPN's XGames SnoCross. It plays the video at the beginning. Video works perfectly on an iPad. Skip the rest of the video and get to the game. Race in Arcade Mode.
This is an OpenGL ES game, so it really drives graphics hardware. Unmodified immediately from the App Store. 10:34 PT - DM: Control with acelerometer. 2X looks pretty good. It's a heering frame. Because I've been playing here, they're smooth and fun. Here you go. Immediately from the App Store unmodified.
10:35PM PT - JS: Apple's big move to take advantage of apps in the app store and get them on this device. It was a nightmare, and it immediately makes it more valuable. 10:34 PT - DM: Sounds like you can download all your iPhone apps right on your iPad. 10:35 PT - DM: If the developer spends some time modifying
it, you can take full advantage of the large touchscreen. That's what Apple has done with its apps like Music, Photos, etc. This is why they have improved the iPhone SDK to support development for the iPad. SDK today at Apple.com 10:35 PT - DM: Develoepers can download today and go. It even includes an iPad
simulator, so you can run iPad apps right on your Mac as you develop them. We think this is going to be a new gold rush for developers. And of course, every iPad comes with the App Store loaded on it. 10:36 AM PT - DM: Highlighted and features of an app specially built for the iPad. They're going to put it in front and
center. Really excited about the potential for developers. So about two weeks ago, they invited some iPad developers to Apple to give them an arrival and see what they could develop. I'm going to invite something on stage. 10:37 P.M. PT - DM: Gameloft is up first. One of the biggest game developers for iPhone and
iPod touch. More than 60 games in the App Store have been downloaded more than 55 million times. Mark Hickey will come up and show some games. 10:37 P.M. PT - DM: Showing Off Nova, Shooter. You can move the user interface anywhere you want on the big screen. I added a minimap that you can stretch. Push
two fingers across the screen to throw grenades. Multiple target purchasing systems. Drag the field to target around a group of enemies and then fire at all at once. Certainly useful when you're wealthy and overnumbered. This is they can do so in a few short days. You'll be able to see what's still in store when this version
of the ship is later this year. 10:39 p.m. PT - DM: Next is The New York Times. Great readership at both national and international level. One of the best online news in the world. I invited Martin Nisenholtz to discuss plans for the iPad. 10:40 PT - DM: Steve showed you the Times website and it looks great, so why
develop something else? They optimized for the iPhone, now they want to do the same for the iPad. The best printed and digital all twisted into one. 10:40 PT - JS: That's the part where Apple saves the newspaper industry, right? 10:41 P.M. - DM: Caught the essence of the reading experience. Jump to sections, look at
the articles. The reading experience is great, tap to change the number of columns, change the text size when you pinch. Jump into the sport to see the latest Olympic coverage. Emebedded video. You can turn on updates to get breaking news across all sections. I've been looking forward to new journalism for three
weeks. 10:43 PT - DM: Forstall: I can find myself in the morning when I read my paper on an iPad using Safari. I can't wait to try this app. 10:43 PT - DM: Next is Brushes. (This must be the perfect address to show the iPad). Steve Sprang showed up. Artists of all skill levels have used it to create images for all kinds of
venues, including printing. The gallery includes some other original iPhone images. Tap to edit all pictures. Tap to show palettes or other tools. All iPhone brushes are useful, adjusting size, spacing and opacity. Compressing allows you to zoom in up to 32 times. You can act like a hat by eavesdropping and holding. Just
drag over the screen to take pictures. It can be repealed if necessary. On your iPad, it will support in-app image playback. Very cool. Brushes will be available when products are launched. 10:45 AM PT - DM: Forstall: Imagine an artist with such a large canvas. No colors, no easel, it's going to be amazing. 10:46 PT - JS:
Yesterday I spoke to someone who thought there might be a stylus component of this device. It didn't make sense to me at the time, and we didn't see it here -- artists who use their fingers may seem like fingers, but it eliminates every intermediate object between them and their art. Pretty cool. 10:46PM PT - DM: Next
up, Electronic Arts. Major supporter of the iPhone since the launch of the App Store, with over 40 titles. #1 a mobile game publisher. Travis Boatman is here to show. Page 2 10:46 PT - DM: As gamers we first wanted to check performance. What better game than Need for Speed? A beautiful 3D version of bmw
displayed on a huge screen. They needed a very short time to get this up and running on the iPad; will be able to bring existing addresses to the iPad in an instant. Construction for the iPad is different: like holding an HDTV just inches from your face. Fully enabled touch. Played with different interfaces. Touch the car to
see it in the car. Start adding a new interface, such as gear and mirror because there were so many real estate on display. Performance is really important. 10:48AM PT - DM: Here's how fast this device really goes. They're speeding up. Okay, that's pretty fast. This is need for Speed running on the iPad and you can
expect more from EA soon. 10:49PM PT - DM: Forstall: Last up is MLB.com. Official website of Major League Baseball and publisher At Bat. This app has been downloaded nearly 2 million times, nearly 60 million videos. Here's Chad Evans to show the iPad version. 10:49 AM PT - DM: Extremely excited to make
something for the iPad. He didn't just want to make their app a biger, he wanted to create a whole new experience. Live experience with data from last April. Navigating the league's scorecard at the top. He shows you every pitch. Tap any player to open a baseball card. Show me the video lighting while it's happening. At
the bottom, you can see the result of the field, the field, the row up, the summary. Watch live with a choice of home or page predictions. Improve with live data from MLB.com while watching. 10:51 PT - JS: Wow. I liked MLB at Bat before, but that was great. Amazing grouping of game and live video data. 10:51 PT - DM:
Forstall: I know for one that instead of downloading transistor radio, I will take my iPad and this app. Very excited about the opportunities for devs to build amazing applications. Providing SDK today, but while we wait for these apps to come out, you can still run existing iPhone applications. 10:52PM PT - DM: Steve is
back. Isn't that great? They only had two, two and a half weeks to work on it. Imagine what they can do with more than once. Another of Apple's apps – an e-book reader! 10:53 PT - DM: Amazon has done an excellent job of pioneering this functionality with Kindle, so we'll be stood on its shoulders. Here's a reading book
with our new app, iBooks. 10:53 AM PT - JS: I knew ibook was coming back. All right, partial credit. 10:53 PT - DM: Bookshelf of books, there's a button on the top left corner that's the Store. They have created a new iBook Store that is fully integrated into the iBooks app. Download and purchase apps on your iPad. Top
chart list, NYT bestseller list. Five biggest publishers: Penguin, HarperCollins, Simon & Schuster, Macmillan, Hachette Boook Group. I didn't see McGraw-Hill on the list. 10:54 PT - DM: Here's the demo. Pressing the store button is like a secret passageway. He's turning around. If you've used iTunes or the App Store,
you're already familiar. Prices look very much between $7.99 and $14.99. I'm buying teddy kennedy's memoir. You can get a sample if you want, but Steve's going to tap and buy it. Transfer it to the shelf. It's so simple. Just tap to read. Tap anywhere on the right side to flip forward, on the left to flip back. Drag the page
to turn the page slowly. Open the table of contents and select a chapter. 10:56PM PT - DM: Photos, black and white, color, video in your books. Change the font size, if you want, larger or smaller. Writing by: Baskerville, Cochin, Palatino, Times New Roman, Verdana. This is iBooks. a 10:57 PT - JS: We did not see any
tying in iBooks and everything was a powerfully justified text. I wonder if that's going to be a possibility. 10:57 AM PT - DM: All in one really great app. Using epub format. The most popular open book format in the world. Very excited. I think the iPad will be a great reader of e-books for postular books and textbooks.
10:57 PT - JS: Great announcement to use EPUB. That's basically the standard, so it's great news because Apple could go its own way. 10:58 PT - DM: Now we switch gears to iWork. Create an iWork version for iPad. The first reaction was that there were really tough applications that required a lot of horsepower.
Could a tablet power them? The answer was a serious bet. Can we have a completely new interface for these apps? Very different from a PC. 10:58 AM PT - DM: So here's Phil Schiller to talk about iWork on iPad. 10:59 P.M. - DM: Schiller: iWork is a suite of apps that millions and millions of our customers really adore.
Home, business, and school customers can process text, presentations, and spreadsheets. Or you can bring this software to your product with more touches. 10:59 PT - DM: A brand new version of Keynote designed only for iPad. The perfect new version of the page – the most beautiful word processor you'll ever see.
And Numbers: a spreadsheet that's fun and cool to use – when was the last time someone told you that? Phil's going to give us a demo. 11:00 PT - JS: Putting a working suite of applications on this device is a big deal because it says that it's not just for recreation, but also for people who want to do the job. That's
interesting because it's expanding to who Apple will sell this product to. 11:00 PT - DM: Keynote first. The keynote runs in the landscape because the slides are formatted horizontally. The first thing you see is a slide library. Presentations we created in Keynote. Tap the button to create a new presentation, access
temptations. Select one and you get a layout. Menu items at the top and navigation of slides on the left. Scroll with your finger to navigate the slide navigation. Are you going to the slide? Just touch her. Text, tables, charts. 11:02 PT - JS: I assume That Amazon will be allowed to build its own iPad app as it does for the
iPhone. Maybe there's a drain for Kindle owners. 11:01 PT - DM: How do you move a slide in a navigator without a keyboard or mouse? Tap and hold, drag it where you want, and now you've rearranged the slide. You can select multiple slides by tapping and holding, and then selecting additional slides. Here's a slide
with pictures: how do you get them in? Grab them from photo albums with a media navigator. Drag the photo where you want it. To resize, grab the handle and start resizing. Do you want to match the size? While resizing, tap another photo and match. Wilt Mask? Just tap and scroll around. 11:03 PT - DM: What else?
More? Tap animation mode. Tap the animation, and you can select it and preview it. You're using your finger to do very advanced slide animation techniques. Press the game button and represent. To move forward, tap or push forward. 11:04 PT - JS: The more I see about this device, the more I start to think that Apple
really wants you to replace your laptop with this thing. At least for some of the tasks people are currently using laptops for because there was no other option. 11:04 PT - DM: So this is the Keynote. Let's take a look at Pages. The same type was set at the beginning: document library and template access. Scroll through
the text. Tap anywhere and the keyboard comes up. And here is the ruler, the most beautiful ruler you've ever seen! The real Phil. A new tool called The Navigator page. Hold your finger to your right and it brings a loupe that allows you to skim through your sides. Automatically turn text around the graphic. Tap and drag
the picture around and automatically stream text. Tap the info button to lower the dashboard to change the text styles. 11:06 PT - DM: And last, Numbers. Spreadsheet library, template. Tabs along the top: one doc can hold a lot of spreadsheets. Here's what you can do without the keyboard and mouse. Rearrange the
columns by tapping and dragging. Move the columns to the end of the table and avomatically update the linked chart. 11:08 PT - JS: Ok, some questions. Where are all these documents saved, how do you view and open, and more importantly, how do they sync? Over the wire? Over the network? On a computer or a
cloud? 11:07 P.M. - DM: What about adding new rows of data and adding a subheading? Tap the bottom left button to add a column, and then double-tap to see a specific data entry keyboard. Access numbers, forumulas and functions and text. I just want to add the sum to the coumn. Tap the SUM button and
automatically determine the required formula. Then just tap the green check box and we're done. If you want to fill all this up. You can copy and paste, but it's faster to just fill (uses the same pop-up style menu as copy/passte on iPhone I note). Change the graph style. 11:09 PT - JS: Because of all this input, we ask the
question, do you expect to type only on this device, is there an external keyboard option from Apple? Because if iWork could be with me on the road, maybe I don't want to type the full Pages document with the touchscreen. 11:09 PT - DM: Drag a slice from the pie chart to just highlight part of the chart. Create a form
from a spreadsheet with just tap. This is a quick look at iWork on the iPad. 11:10 PT - JS: This view of the forms is very Bento similar. Interesting. 11:10 p.m. PT - DM: Shows the power of the iPad to take heavy and advanced applications. So, what are we going to charge for? Just $9.99 per check-in. Three brand new
apps, with new user interfaces compatible with iWork on Mac. Simply connect to projectors (aha!). Buy from the App Store from the App Store. Steve's back. The iPad syncs with iTunes on your Mac/PC, just like an iPhone or iPod touch. Photo Synchronization, Music, Movies, TV Shows, Contacts, Claendars, Bookmarks,
Apps. Backups are synchronized back. If you lose your iPad and you get another one, it's backing it up. 11:12 PT - DM: Let's talk about wireless network. Every iPad has Wi-Fi, but we'll also have models with built-in 3G cellular wireless data. How much do data plans cost? In the Us, telecoms charge about $60 a month
for laptop data plans. We've got a real breakthrough here, two great plans for iPad owners. The first gives you up to 250MB per month. Most people will coal: only $14.99. Unlimited data, if you feel you need more, for just $29.99. Breakthrough deal with AT&T. (Yes, these are AT&amp;T people.) And free use of Wi-Fi
hotpots across the US. 11:14 PT - DM: Now how do you turn it on and manage it? You don't have to go to the store, just activate it on the iPad. No contract: it's a prepaid (someone has seriously just put a whistle on it). Anytime you cancel. We think it's phenomenal. 11:15am PT - DM: Let's hope we have international
agreements by June/July. I'll start with that tomorrow. All iPad 3G models are unlocked and use new GSM micro SIMs. Therefore, if carriers use micro SIMs, the existing iPad will only work. 11:18 PT - JS: Interestingly, the flexibility they built here, and that's a very good thing they've done with AT&T. But what will it mean
to be able to make prices subsidized for carriers? 11:16 p.m. PT - DM: So iPad. Review time. Internet, e-mail, the best photo device. Great for enjoying the music. The video is phenomenal. It launches almost all 140,000 apps in the App Store and even a new generation of apps. And it has a new iBooks app with the
iBook Store. You're literally carrying thousands of books on your iPad. And the iWork for Productivity suite. 11:17 PT - DM: What should we appreciate it? If you listen, we'll pay the price for $999. When we set out to develop the iPad we not only had very ambitious technical and user interface objectives, but we had a
very aggressive pricing target. We want to put a lot of people in our hands. And just as we could meet or exceed our technical objectives, we have met our pricing goals. Starts at $499! 11:19 PT - JS: It's huge. Did anyone expect it to start at $499? I'm starting to think they're going to sell a tone of these at this price.
11:18 p.m. PT - DM: At $499, many people can afford an iPad. $499 for 16GB is a basic model. For 32GB it's $100 more, for another $100 you get 64GB of storage. 3G models cost an extra $130 to build on radios. $629, $729, $829. That's six models. The most expensive model is only $829. It's an incredible price.
11:20 PT - DM: When can you catch up with one? 60 days, availability worldwide. Another 30 days to get 3G models through the approval process, i.e. about 90 days for 3G models. you will be able to get an iPad in your hands Just $499. 11:20 P.M. PT - DM: Really great accessories too. There's a touch! Why is this so
interesting? When you're in the lock screen, it puts you in a slide show so you have a great picture frame. Another keyboard connection. Just put your iPad in it. Fill your iPad and if you have to do a lot of typing, this is the way to go. The third accessory is a really nice example, double as a stand for typing, or watching
video. 11:22 PT - DM: We made a video that we put online, here it is on the big screen. 11:22 PT - DM: Jony Ive! 11:22 PT - JS: Jason faints when viewing the keyboard dock. (Also, yes, it is hardware and not bluetooth. But you should still put the device on to type it in. The machine station serves as an iPad typing
holder. That makes a lot of sense.) 11:27 PT - JS: Monitoring The Twitter, I see a lot of people here blown away by the price, as well as a bunch of people sold on the keyboard. Fraser Spiers, Mac developer and teacher, says the 16GB-only wi-fi model with an extra keyboard makes an amazing product for education.
Page 3 11:30 PT - DM: Steve is back. Do we have everything necessary to establish the 3rd product? The bar's pretty tall. It must be much better to do some key things like browsing, email, photos etc. We think we have the goods. We think we did it. We're so excited about this product. Another thing we're so excited
about is that we've weeded out over 75 million iPhone/iPod touches, all these people already know how to use the iPad. 11:31 PT - JS: Interesting that no magazines or newspapers were mentioned in the iBookstore segment. This shows me that for publishers periodic events, application developments will be the way to
do this. 11:31 p.m. PT - DM: We have an iTunes store, an App Store and now an iBookstore. More than 125 million credit card bills. All enabled for shopping with one click in all these stores. More than 12 billion downloads from these stores. Ready for iPad. Now, iPad, to sum up our most advanced technology in a magic
&amp; revolutionary device at an incredible price. We think it's going to be a really great combination. 11:32PM PT - DM: The reason why Apple is able to create products like the iPad is because we've always tried to be on the interest of technology and liberal art. To get the best of both, make extremely advanced
products from a technological point of view, but let them be intuitive, easy to use, fun to use. They suit users instead of users coming to them. The combination of these two things has left us to make such creative products as the iPad. We have a place for our hands next door. (Woot!) When you have so much fun in your
arms, you'll never want to come back! 11:33 PT - DM: We hope you love the iPad just like we do. And that's it! 11:33 PT - DM: Thank you all! I'm sorry about our technological problems. 11:33 PT - JS: Thank you all for being here. I'm sorry about the technical problems. Now we're going to get on the iPad and we're
going to have a lot, much more on it. the days come on Macworld.com. For more on the iPad, check out our other features: iPad Specs: What Apple Announced (and What We Still Don't Know) and No Second Coming: Apple's iPad Just a Big iPod Touch. This story, Live Update: Apple Event was originally published by
Macworld. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more details, please read our affiliate links policy. Details.
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